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 Enhancing underwater visualization using hybrid technique is generally employed into 
oceanic production. Through growing oceanic learning, undersea processing has drawn 
extra importance owing towards necessary task of picture towards attaining data. 
Although, suitable to reality of dust-like constituent and beam reduction, undersea 
descriptions continually experience small contrast and color alteration. In this paper, we 
estimate submerged beam transmission progression also intend an effectual means to defeat 
the backscatter trouble. Our scheme generally includes three steps; first, we reconstruct 
the picture using adaptive regularization. Second, we separate the reconstructed picture 
with weighted decomposition; third, we exploit color adjustment along with dehazed 
process via gradient guided filter towards holding dual mechanisms independently; at last, 
re-establish fine effect, we use hybrid technique for enhancing the picture. The tentative 
outcome illustrates that our proposed process extensively get better quality of unclear 
submerged descriptions. In common, our proposed method verified as well-performed and 
effectual than existing technique. 
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1. Introduction 

In the modern years, scientists and researchers have exposed 
their main concern in capturing the aquatic life beneath the water. 
Although the statement that 70% of the globe encloses water 
includes enormous energy, abundant mineral assets and biological 
resources. The living beneath the water is still not as much look at. 
Conversely, challenges related by capturing descriptions beneath 
the water have been complex to defeat, owing to carry-over haze 
and color cast. The muddy nature of water suitable to process 
element such as mineral deposits, sand and plankton, showed a 
huge difficulty in undersea look at region. These elements set up 
lack of clarity in undersea descriptions which spoils the clearness 
and ocular analysis of the picture and in turn, inappropriate for any 
advance use. Researchers have finished that the spreading and 
absorption property of beam underneath are the chief basis for this 
deformation [1]. While water is roughly 800 times denser than air, 
so when beam penetrate from air to water, it come across reflection 
fact at the surface owing to which only unfair measure of beam go 
through water.  Afterwards the beam undergoes spreading cause 
when it strikes and element and minerals suspend in water.  
Scattering diverges the beam in dissimilar directions which 
diminish the measure of beam falling on the object captured 

underneath. The end effect of spreading outcome is that the 
undersea captured descriptions are dim in look [2]. A further 
problem is causal to lack of clarity of picture that the water 
molecules take up certain measure of beam when beam hit on them.  
Because the mass of water is larger than air, it employs dissimilar 
absorption possessions for diverse beam wavelengths, so the color 
of undersea descriptions is typically deformed. Generally, red part 
vanishes first as of its highest wavelength, where blue beam, by 
small wavelength, convey the greatest path beneath water. 
Therefore, undersea descriptions are often dominated via blue 
color. In common, color cast and beam scattering reason deviate 
color along with contrast degradation into descriptions attained 
undersea as shown in Figure 1. 

In contrast, our system uses dual phases specifically Adaptive 
Regularization for restoration and Hybrid technique intended for 
improving its quality. In this work we suggested for merging the 
thought mainly dictionary knowledge by structural cluster along 
with picture restoring functions. 

Our advance establishes novel regularization to beat a superior 
stability among local and non-local strength. Generally, our 
algorithm interprets learning through local and non-local 
similarity give inference of each picture elements. The restored 
picture decomposes into dissimilar elements for signifying their 
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basic depiction, later uses diverse development for every part 
individually along with hybrid technique introduced for 
rebuilding enhanced picture. The projected process is close 
towards or even slightly superior to the state-of-the-arts. Tentative 
results exposed that projected process extensively outperforms 
many important process in existing arts.  

 
Figure 1: Underwater Imaging System 

The summary of this work described as follow. Section 2 portray 
existing art. Section 3 projects hybrid technique using gradient 
guided filter for enhancing undersea descriptions. Section 4 
illustrates numerical experiments. At last, Section 5 concludes 
this work. 

2. Existing art 

Enhancement system for undersea degradation typically 
explore the undersea optical form and balance bad possessions 
caused by water along with elements, or simply via undersea 
processing process for enhancing unclear imagery. State-of-arts 
are generally considered meant for single image enhancement, 
since multi-images may limit performance choice, slow down the 
processing speed. Instinctively, handling this concern well, 
undersea optical form must consider and investigated at first. 
Among different undersea imaging methods, the representation 
method [3], give a complete undersea optical form, within which 
beam transmission path, beam reduction relation of dissimilar 
color channel, vertical as well as horizontal deepness of undersea 
surroundings, non-natural beam possessions and etc are in use. 
This process is entirely with real form and meet outstanding for a 
few undersea problems, conversely, its evaluation procedure is 
difficult and time overwhelming, which is hard to meet, but it 
gives a full-scale study of undersea surroundings. Fusion-based 
method, which combines processing outcome by color correction 
system and histogram equalization method, it also makes a 
superior outcome for several submerged environments, though, it 
merely uses scheme of image processing as well as ignoring 
submarine features, hence ending results undergo more or less fog, 
data defeat as well as over-enhancement difficulty. To explain 
these problems well, both processes combined and projected a 
new method. Semi-inverse approach in [4] employed towards 
perceiving foggy region and then expected atmospheric rate in 
plain areas. At last, they meet enhanced picture using a simple 
weighted fusion.  

For few picture, particularly scenes underneath, mist exposure 
using semi-inverse system will be unsuccessful suitable to the 

small dissimilarity among true and the inverse picture. This means 
if hazy region exposure not succeeds and obtains a bad 
performance. To solve this problem, a simple fusion-based 
dehazed method using a dissimilar descriptions also resultant 
from true picture [5], [6]. The primary picture estimate white 
balance process, and the next input picture through a simple linear 
change for enhancing contrast of hazy picture. At last, the pixel-
fusion scheme uses three weight maps for combining that imagery 
for enhancing visibility of foggy picture also extended fusion-
based scheme [7]. Fusion-based dehazed procedure is easy, 
speedy as well as meets alike result as the DCP scheme in [8] and 
[9]. But it is not succeeding when the picture includes 
inhomogeneous haze. The cause is that this process did not take 
into account the deepness data of a hazy picture. The dual 
descriptions attained by gamma correction by various scales for 
sandstorm enhancement [10]. The enhanced fusion-based 
approach using various descriptions uses single picture dehazed 
scheme in [11]. Fusion approach is new and efficient intended for 
single picture defogging. The primary picture is for enhancing 
dissimilarity; in addition, later picture mainly for compensating 
color deformation as well as decrease halo effect plus noise. 
While above techniques are fast as well as simple, they cannot 
make excellent picture. Amusingly, the multi-scale progression 
can be approximated with well-organized and visually satisfying 
single-scale process [12]. HR fusion in [13] has to be measured as 
a possible balance, useful to our process when high resolution is 
required. 

The algorithm [14] are effective methods with low computational 
complexity also great performance, which stretch histograms of 
picture for improving the dynamic range compress the display 
area towards enhancing dissimilarity, but these methods often 
cause over-enhancement, amplify the noise and show poor effect 
on color correction. Owing towards the drawbacks of single image 
processing, some relatively complicated methods are proposed. 
Meanwhile, [15] proposes a retinex-based approach to deal with 
undersea issues, however, performance of this system is not 
distinct, color cast as well as contrast degradation still exist. The 
system may guess a uniform [16, 17] or an extra reasonable non-
uniform [18] background-radiance. Enhancement technique 
eliminates the colour cast [19, 20] with overall white balancing. 
This work is extensive to the effort primarily obtained through 
ICCIC [21]. Moreover, the projected work is for Enhancing 
Underwater Image in blurry conditions using hybrid technique. 
Revised outcome much improves lighting plus color cast trouble 
during submerged descriptions. Excellence process not essential 
to resolve substantial type of corrupted representation, other than 
fairly enhances dissimilarity also gets superior picture excellence 
as individual illustration view. Experimental results show good 
performance meant for underneath representation. 

2.1. Motivation 

Underwater distorted descriptions typically to explore optical 
model also compensating bad effects caused by underwater 
element uses processing scheme to restore performance of 
distorted images. The state-of-arts are mostly designed for single-
image enhancement, since multi-images may limit performance 
range and slow down processing speed. Towards handling this 
problem well, initially we considered Image re-establishment 
process.  The   physical   system   of   ocular   imaging,   reverse  
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Figure 2: Block diagram of Proposed Method 

degradation process and balance distortion to get clear imagery 
but it has small visibility and color cast problem.  Image 
enhancement process do not get the source of picture degradation 
into account, but mainly use targeted version to get better 
dissimilarity, detail, and ocular possessions. It provides complete 
undersea ocular form, where the illuminated transmission path, 
beam reduction of dissimilar color path taken into concern totally 
based on physical model and achieves excellent for some 
underwater backscatter issues. However, its evaluation 
development is difficult and time-consuming, but it gives full-
scale analysis of undersea situation. To enhance dissimilarity, 
visibility, color spread of restored imagery, fusion-based model 
which boost picture by fusing several input imageries have 
received much attention.  The processing results by color 
constancy and dehazed algorithm, generates good results. 
However, it only uses technique of image processing and so its 
results suffer from more or less haze, information failure as well 
as over-enhancement problem.  
In order to solve this issue well, we proposed a Hybrid Technique 
for Enhancing Underwater Image in blurry conditions 
by joining dehazed technique via gradient guided filter with color 
balance of the restored imagery. 
 
3. Proposed Method 

As depicted in Figure 2 our new scheme primarily to Enhance 
Undersea picture in blurry conditions using hybrid technique. 
Initially, we recreate the picture using adaptive regularization. 
Secondly, we split reconstructed picture using weighted 
decomposition. Thirdly, improve contrast and texture information 
using Dehazing via gradient guided filter. Here we estimate global 
radiance by obtaining average rate vector as brightest rate, 
transmission map evaluation mainly for enhancing texture feature. 
Fourth, a color adjustment towards enhancing color. At last, we 
used hybrid technique for obtaining better picture by computing 
the mechanisms of dual weights in addition to efficient.  

3.1. Adaptive Regularization for Restoration 

For an image HXWd P∈ , we believe patch based depiction
N

md Pd P= ∈ , 1,2,.....m N=  where P indicates a parameter to 
extract patch md as of d . Suppose a known dictionary mϕ meant 
for md , we get m m md ϕ α=  entails mα as sparse depiction of d . In 
particular, restoration describes  

1

1

N
T T

i i i i
i i

D P P P d
−

=

   =    
  

∑ ∑                          (1) 

The iterative shrinkage key towards l1-estimation is widely used 

in previous art. Since the evaluation of 
^
d get simplified by 

convergence, trained by a novel dictionary. At present let us 
include adaptive regularization term [22, 23]. For every patch md

k-nearest-neighbors patch signify ( ) ( )1 ,..... k
m md d . The weighted 

guess is representing 
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where h stands for constant to manage the window. Since (2) 
local form by picture roughly considered with 
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In matrix type (3) represents 
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where I specify  identity matrix and 
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It follows from (2) that the nonlocal similarity in a picture roughly 
considered through 
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which can be written more efficiently in a matrix type as 
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Where I stands for the identity and  
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Joining (4) and (7), we have the next novel regularization as 
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where a novel regularization factor η manage stability among 
local variation with nonlocal strength. The nonlocal regularization 
term not only imposes nonlocal similarity however as well not 
directly assist the evaluation of signal variance essential with mnλ  

as 
2

^
,

2 2 w
mn

m n

σ
λ

σ ε
=

+
where ,m nσ and wσ  signifies the variance of 

signal and noise correspondingly.  
 
3.2. Weighted Decomposition 

Weighted decomposition used to separate imagery into various 
parts and then perform several schemes according to their 
characteristics. Techniques like wavelet transform and weighted 
decomposition are most well-liked process. Former scheme is 
time consuming and cannot take out the characteristics. Later on 
initiate a weighted decomposition means, which divide true 
picture into dual part, one conveys the illuminant part as another 
states the reflectance part of picture as: 
 

( ) ( ) ( )R I
c c cI d I d I d= +                               (10) 

 
where { }, ,c r g b∈  signifies every color part of picture, ( )R

cI d

denotes reflectance part and ( )I
cI d represents illumination part. 

 
( ) ( ).R

c cI d I d= ϒ                           (11) 
 

( ) ( ) ( )1 .I
c cI d I d= − ϒ                   (12) 

 
where ϒ denotes weighted factor which improve the dissimilarity 
of reflectance part for removing backscatter as 
 

( )
max. c

c

I d
I

ξϒ =                                 (13) 

 
Where max

cI denotes maximal pel rate of color, ξ  signify a direct 
cause by resolving reflectance weight, ( )0,1ξ ∈ , if 0ξ = , the 
entire picture treated as illuminate part, while 1ξ = , the entire 
picture is denoted by  reflectance part.  
The backscatter outcome simply exists with illuminate part, 
whereas reflectance part simply experiences as of color 
deformation. 
 
3.3. Radiance Evaluation  

To approximate background beam, a supreme approach is to 
select a picture element, while color deformation and dissimilarity 
degradation are distance dependent. Though, in this system, 
scenes are vivid than surrounding beams, may perhaps an 
unwanted collection outcome. To get precise outcome, we exploit 
a hierarchical searching means using quad-tree subdivision [24]. 
Initially, the picture broken up into four identical rectangular areas, 
after that used for all area by estimating mean rate subtracted from 
standard deviation as  
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Where 1,2,3,4l = stand for four image areas, N  denotes the 
picture element number contained by the area, ( )c

lI d signifies 

picture element of d  rate c section in l  area, 
c

lI
−

represents mean 
picture element rate of c part in l  area. Later, we choose the area 
by least variance, as well as split into quadrant areas. This 
procedure continues until the size is smaller than threshold. The 
average rate attained as surrounding beam and considered as 
brightest rate with the complete representation. 
 
3.4. Estimate Transmission 

The transmission rate cannot be selected randomly; dissimilarity 
improvement with data defeat lessening must chose keen on 
concern. First, dissimilarity improvement cost task, cE , with data 
loss cost task iE  reduce dual function concurrently, while 
dissimilarity improvement cost as negative summation of MSEC of 
every color channels, furthermore data defeat cost as summation 
of square of reduced picture elements as 
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At last, for every local region the best transmission rate ( )t d is 
approximated by reducing the later task as, 
 

.c iE E Eγ= +                                 (17) 
where γ denotes weighted factor to organize the control of data 
loss cost.  
 
3.5. Dehazing via Gradient Guided Filter 

The Guided filter in [25] refine transmission map but cannot 
signify fine next to a few boundaries. While there might be a few 
halos in the descriptions. The halos decrease the visual excellence 
of the resultant descriptions. Hence Gradient guided filtering is an 
effectual and process transmission map, use input picture as 
guidance can have executed by linear system as 
 

( )
~

. . .L U t tλ λ+ =                           (18) 
where L represents matting Laplacian matrix, U denotes identity 
matrix, and λ signify regularization factor. The Laplacian matrix 
represents 
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( )ij ij ijL Wω δ= −                         (19) 
 

where ω  stands for number of picture elements in a block, ijδ

denotes Kronecker delta, and ijW represents gradient guided filter 
[26] kernel weight as: 
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where ( ) ( ) ( )
1

' ' '
,1 ,G GD D Dξχ σ σ= , 1ξ denotes dimension of filter 

and D signify guidance picture.  
To reach a precise transmission map as well as fine points, the 
advanced diffusion map split up into smooth and detailed part as  
 

detsmooth ailt t t= +                             (21) 
 
where smootht signify smooth part of transmission map while det ailt
denotes detailed part. For smooth part, we obtain Gaussian low-
pass filter as effective smoothing filter, and denoted as: 
 

( )
( )2 2

22
2

1, .
2

d b

G d b e σ

πσ

+

=                              (22) 

 
where σ denotes scale factor of Gaussian blur. Therefore, the 
smooth and detailed part can estimate as 

smootht t G= ∗                                  (23)
 

det ail smootht t t= −                             (24) 
 
Following, the improved transmission map evaluated as: 
 

det.enhanced smooth ailt t tα= +                 (25) 
 
where α represents the enhancement factor to manage the 
improved measure of detailed part. 
 
3.6. Color Adjustment 

The reflectance part returns the texture and fine points of 
submerged picture, and only undergoes color deformation caused 
with energy absorption underneath. Simplest color adjustment [27] 
is an outstanding means for confirming vast stability among 
adjustment concert in addition to data loss. The energy absorption 
in undersea causes color distortion. To overcome this problem, 
simplest color balance scheme for only extend the picture element 
of color means whereas conserve data as much as probable with 
physically set dissimilar truncation relation of color channel, so 
their histograms are capable towards maximum range [0,255]. For 
quick stretch, apply an affine transform function on each color 
channel for mapping picture element from 0 to 255. Though, only 
some unusual pels previously map most and least standards, for 
improving color act with small picture element by peak and least 
rates prior to affine transform task. In fact, this procedure source 
extra or less white and black area may seem to be not natural. In 

general, this algorithm not focuses for proper color allotment, 
but give color adjustment with contrast to some degree. 
 
3.7. Hybrid Technique 

A hybrid technique mainly combines dual imagery to generate 
clear representation. The vital task is mainly for computing weight 
maps of descriptions furthermore joins them mutually by 
luminance, saliency along with exposedness weight map for 
deriving normalized weighted maps [28].  
Luminance weight map [29] represents luminance factor of every 
picture part, created with computing STD among color channels 
along with luminant rate, where luminant rate l represents: 
 

. . .l r g bα β γ= + +                         (26) 
 
where 1α β γ+ + = , each denotes weight constraint of color part.  
It is capable for exactly reflect luminant measure of picture and 
illustrate better improvement; it confirms negative possessions on 
contrast and colourfulness. Headed for avoiding these, introduces 
successive weight maps. 
Saliency weight-map [30], reflects salient things and points, 
intends to highlight this discerning submerged sight. Main 
drawback is for overestimating important area, as a result 
exposedness weight-map exploits to assure precision as well as 
defend middle color in picture. 
Exposedness weight-map [30], assess significance of exposed 
picture elements. It protects local dissimilarity be non-
exaggerated or non-understated. In general, picture element rates 
close to average rate are likely to have superior look. Gaussian-
modelled remoteness to average rate represents 
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where σ denotes standard deviation, ( )I d signify pel rate set at 

location d and I
−

represent mean rate. As a result, the entire weight 
maps proficient for generating fine look for output imagery. The 
normalized weight map is simply computes: 
 

1

K
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k

W W
=

= ∑                                (28) 

where kW specify the kth weight map.  
The last free backscatter and color deformation picture be derived 
as: 
 

1
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n

R W J
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where cR denotes color part of fused image, n
cJ signifies color 

part of nth input. To get enhanced output, we basically exploit a 
multi-scale pyramid decomposition system for achieving fusion 
technique. The joint development represents 
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where { }l n
cL J denotes Laplacian pyramid of color part of thn

input representation, { }l n
normG W is thn stabilized weight map and l  

represents pyramid stages. While this scheme achieves quite rapid 
with the enhanced output image can make excellent result. 

4. Experimental Results and Analysis 

The projected technique evaluates the state-of-art processes; 
by imagery composed as of representational undersea test 
imagery and dissimilar metrics utilized to compare enhancement 
performances of these processes.   

4.1. Qualitative Evaluations 

To verify the effectiveness adaptive regularizations, we 
primarily use reconstruction outcome taking place in picture seer 
with projected technique in Figure 2. Adaptive regularization 
shows improved results to remove ringing artifacts near 
boundaries. The projected technique in Figure 3 composed of 
adaptive regularization to reconstruct the imagery, weighted 
decomposition process to separate illuminant and reflecting part. 
The illuminant part is to improve contrast and texture details using 
dehazing via gradient guided filter. The reflecting part is to 
enhance color using color adjustment. Finally, Hybrid technique 
used to enhance the result. As of Figure 4 weights of dual 
mechanisms applies a proficient technique for attaining 
excellence picture. In order to represent different features, we 
used numerous weight map process to compute the descriptions 
of true imagery and then join to obtain normalized weight maps. 
Evaluation of a projected scheme with existing technique shown 
in Figure 5.  The scheme in [21] better reconstructs the picture but 
fails to enhance its visibility. The scheme in [14] fails to correct 
and enhance visibility of degraded picture, amplify noise as well 
as show poor effect on color adjustment. The process in [15] over-
enhance distorted picture, which causes severe, color distortion 
along with noise amplification, thus integral performance of 
enhanced picture is worse. The scheme [30] gets good result, not 
only correcting the color casting but also enhancing the contrast 
for removing haze. Though, dissimilarity is overstretched in [24], 
a few picture elements reduced using over-flow or under-flow. 
The over-enhancement problem in [25] for test images and some 
information loss exist as well as in boundary effect due to guided 
filter introduced. Our projected technique is close towards or even 
somewhat improved than state of the arts. The RGB color space 
of dissimilar patch dimension in Figure 6 attains fewer pel map 
result. Moreover, RGB color space in Figure 7 of original imagery 
with improved results that all the pels of original picture maps into 
RGB color space gather in left corner, where is large green rate 
and small blue and red rate, and other method make more or less 
stretch of the pixel mapping results. The mapping outcome of our 
scheme is most excellent and it maps the largest area in the RGB 
color space, which means it has the best integral dynamic 
compression range. However, many mapping pixels of our 
method mapped the boundary, i.e., dark region and brightest 
region, it indicates that there is information loss of our method. 
 
4.2. Quantitative Evaluations 

The submerged quality metrics for evaluating and analyzing 
excellence of underneath imagery, including gray mean, standard 

deviation, mean gradient etc. The gray mean rate of an image 
reflects integral intensity, and higher the gray mean is, higher the 
intensity is, while standard deviation of a picture reflects high 
frequency part of a picture, which relates picture contrast, higher 
the standard deviation is, higher the contrast is as well as greater 
color data. Meanwhile, [31] show that a picture shows good 
integral quality when gray mean among 100 and 200 and its 
standard deviation among 35 and 80 after they analyzed and 
statistic a large measure of imagery. Mean gradient reflects speed 
of the changes of minor details in picture; it can represent the 
features of texture transform and the degree of clearness well. 
Table 1 review metric outcome for reconstruction used for 
different patch dimension also patch by small dimension offer 
better result. Following, Table 2 achieves best results in [15], µRG 
and µYB which are close to zero. The largest σRG in [25], largest 
σYB in original imagery. Overall, our method obtains the highest 
score after computing the PSNR, SSIM, UICM, UIConM and 
UIQM value, lowest score in SSIM. Consequently, projected 
system is better than existing system giving enhanced outcome. 
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Where 2σ denotes standard deviation, Mean represents mean 
picture element, AG  represents mean gradient and UV  signify 
amount of picture elements. Efficient metric UIQM composed of 
three independent measurements [32-34] as described below. 
a) Undersea Image Colorfulness Measurement (UICM) 
The performance of color correction used for evaluating 
performance of undersea picture improvement progression, with 
red-green (rg) along with yellow-blue (yb) color parts are used: 
 

rg r g= −                                    (34) 
 

2
r gyb b+

= −                              (35) 

 
Considering that submerged picture often suffers heavy noise, the 
asymmetric alpha-trimmed statistical standards [35] used for 
measuring submerged picture colorfulness, 
 

( )1 r

L

N T

rg rg
x TL r

Intensity x
N T T

µ
−

=

=
− − ∑           (36) 

 
where N signify total number of pels in the rg part and all pels 
sorted as 1 2 ..... ,  and N L L r rx x x T N T Nα α< < < = = are the 
amount of least and most picture element to be reduced as of 
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sorted order 1 2 ..... Nx x x< < < . The average rate rgµ corresponds 
to chrominance gray, and average rate close towards nil in rg-yb 
color part imply superior for balancing color. Further, the second-
order statistic variance is defined by: 
 

( )( )22

1

1 N

rg rg rg
x

Intensity x
N

σ µ
=

= −∑             (37) 

 
2
rgσ  represents the pixel activity. The first and second order 

statistic information ybµ and 2
ybσ of the yellow-blue part be 

computing in similar way. The whole, colorfulness coefficient 
parameter is expressed as 
 

2 2 2 22 20.0268. 0.1586.rg yb rg ybUICM µ µ σ σ= − + + +   (38) 
 
b) Undersea Image Sharpness Measurement (UISM) 
Sharpness reflects details and edges of an image, and fine 
captured images are likely to show better sharpness. For more 
efficient, enhancement measure estimation (EME) as 

max, ,

1 1 min, ,

2 log
.

s t
K L

K L K L

I
EME

s t I= =

 
=   

 
∑∑                    (39) 

 
where picture divided by .s t blocks, and obtain the maximal and 

minimal pel values in each block, max, .

min, ,

K L

K L

I
I

indicates comparative 

dissimilarity relation in every block. Then the undersea image 
sharpness measure (UISM) can be written as: 
 

( )
3

1
.  edgec c

c
UISM EME grayscaleλ

=

= ∑      (40) 

 
where cλ  stands for weight coefficient of each color part. 
 
c) Undersea Image Contrast Measurement (UICM) 
Intended for submerged descriptions, dissimilarity Distortion is 
usually happened with backscattering. The contrast performance 
be measured by: 
 

max, , min, , max, , min, ,

1 1 max, , min, , max, , min, ,

1log .log
.

s t
K L K L K L K L

K L K L K L K L K L

I I I I
AMEE

s t I I I I= =

 − −
=   + + 

∑∑
 

                                                                                                 
(41) 

 
and submerged picture contrast measure be written as: 
 

( )log IUIConM AMEE ntensity=              (42) 
 

d) Undersea Image Quality Measurement (UIQM) 
Undersea descriptions modelled as linear superposition of 
absorbed as well as spreaded part. Meanwhile, absorption and 
scattering by dusk-like particles causes color casting, sharpness 
attenuation with dissimilarity distortion. Consequently, logical 
use of linear form to create entire UIQM as: 
 

. . .UIQM UICM UISM UIConMα β γ= + +                (43) 
 
where α , β , and γ  signifies weight coefficients to organize 
each measure as well as balance their values.  

 
                              a) True Picture                                                                  b) Blurred                                                                  c) Restored Picture 

 

 
        a) Reconstructed Image                                           b) Reflectance                                       c) Color Balance                                                 f) Final Output      
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                                                                              d) Illuminance                                       e) Dehazing viagradient guided filter 
 

Figure 3: Results on the process of Proposed Method 
 

  

         a) Luminance weight 1                                    b) Saliency weight 1                                 c) Exposedness weight 1                         d) Normalized weight 1 

   

        e) Luminance weight 2                               f) Saliency weight 2                                      g) Exposedness weight 2                                 h) Normalized weight 2 

 

                        a) [21]                                                         b) [14]                                                         c) [30]                                                           d) [24]    
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                                                          e) [15]                                                          f) [25]                                                                g) Ours 

 

 

Figure 6: RGB color space mapping reconstruction results on seer image 

 

Figure 7: RGB color space mapping Enhancement results on seer image 
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Table 1: Reconstruction metric results of seer image 
 

 Uniform blur Gaussian blur 

7x7 5x5 3x3 7x7 5x5 3x3 

Mean 127.33 127.35 127.36 127.35 127.37 127.37 

SD 71.266 71.184 71.136 70.148 70.065 70.027 

AG 9.767 8.910 8.476 6.721 6.262 6.129 

PSNR 26.16 26.28 26.35 23.96 24.04 24.05 

RMSE 17.827 17.469 17.270 13.689 13.320 13.169 

SSIM 0.741 0.754 0.756 0.618 0.623 0.622 

µRG -45.531 -45.543 -45.558 -45.535 -45.538 -45.537 

µYB 27.93 27.92 27.906 27.734 27.73 27.729 

σRG -41.214 -41.311 -41.352 -41.272 -41.326 -41.34 

σYB 27.004 27.038 27.052 26.892 26.91 26.918 

UICM -45.531 -45.543 -45.558 -45.535 -45.538 -45.537 

UIConM 0.745 0.737 0.736 0.716 0.704 0.704 

UISM 7.059 6.890 6.906 6.512 6.276 6.244 

UIQM 3.467 3.388 3.389 3.199 3.0891 3.080 

 
Table 2: Enhancement metric results of seer image 

 

 Original [21] [14] [30] [24] [15] [25] Ours 

Mean 127.39 127.34 129.26 104.05 128.99 103.41 136.21 136.21 

SD 66.272 71.236 68.047 56.586 70.056 64.509 82.112 83.494 

AG 3.790 9.226 15.819 11.89 9.326 8.660 12.212 12.517 

PSNR 21.53 24.10 27.670 28.483 16.557 28.073 30.004 30.013 

RMSE 21.369 13.717 10.544 9.602 37.900 10.022 8.059 8.052 

SSIM 0.466 0.619 0.724 0.786 0.839 0.765 0.841 0.842 

µRG -45.685 -45.533 -4.937 -24.524 -33.344 -0.960 -37.795 -37.801 

µYB -41.664 -41.224 -13.078 -25.712 -36.852 -1.732 -35.456 -35.472 

σRG 27.789 27.93 22.343 23.581 33.732 11.964 29.896 29.888 

σYB 27.155 27.016 20.332 22.625 30.378 9.647 26.214 26.226 

UICM 4.505 4.516 -4.937 4.223 -33.344 -0.960 4.917 4.917 

UIConM 0.621 0.741 0.836 0.827 0.790 0.872 0.480 1.0318 

UISM 5.771 7.005 7.132 7.055 7.003 6.911 7.013 6.997 

UIQM 2.637 3.434 4.957 4.3512 3.952 5.132 2.723 4.689 

 
5. Conclusion and Future Work 

This work is mainly for Enhancing undersea representation 
in blurry conditions using Hybrid technique. Our scheme 
composed with Adaptive regularization for recreation, weighted 
decomposition procedure to separate recreated imagery into color 
change along with dehazed schemes separately, then multi-scale 
fusion technique towards enhancing picture. The strong with 
effective Hybrid technique which incorporate the description of 
all fused imagery into resultant outcome constitute backbone of 
projected scheme. In fact, the projected scheme generally beats 
other methods in terms of qualitative as well as quantitative 
evaluations. Our technique confirms excellent act for undersea 
imagery, but border effect cause data loss. Meantime, our 
technique does not outperform some of the state-of-art system and 
even direct over improvement for precise cases. The challenging 

work for future would be to find out a well-organized means to 
about vertical deepness and optimize the transmission deepness of 
undersea imagery more precise, at last build up absolute, effective 
and well-organized system. 
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